Subject: RE: Academic Council Agenda June 16 2015

Date: Tuesday, June 16, 2015 at 11:15:49 AM Central Daylight Time

From: Stewart, Rob

To: Meek, R; Akers, Cindy; Borst, Stefanie; Brown, Bobbie; Carnes, Adrienne; Duran, Cathy; Durham, Genevieve; Ellis, Clifton; Perbellini, Maria; Fedler, Clifford; Ekwaro-Osire, Stephen; Goebel, Paul; Hart, Melanie; Dye, Keith; Hoover, Sheila; Huffman, Lynn; Hughes, Jennifer S; McKinnon, Garrett; Hughes, Patrick; James, Darryl; Bard, Jennifer; Iber, Jorge; Kiser, Michelle; Lauderdale, Mitzi; Lock, Robin; Logan, Ethan; Martin, Andrew; Martin, Felicia; Montecillo, Ben; Mcconnel, Pat; Miller, Tara; Murphy, Amy; Pasewark, W; Parsoneault, Catherine; Wong, Aliza; Roach, David; Shannon, Brian; Steele, Brian; Stoker, Kevin; Walls, Janessa; West, Vicki; Chambers, Todd; Gibbs, Ryan; Morse, Audra N, Louder, Justin; Myhra, Alison; Ballou, Michael; Austin, Kathy; Richarte, Amy D; Tomlinson, Susan; Gray, Sheila; Killough, Jay

CC: Schovanec, Lawrence; Munoz, Juan; Nagy, Tibor; Misra, Sukant; Segran, Sam; Roberson, Pam; Farmer, Michael; TTU Deans, Stewart, Rob

2:00! The meeting begins at 2:00. Apologies.

(Thanks for the meeting begins at 2:00. Apologies.)

From: Stewart, Rob

Sent: Tuesday, June 16, 2015 10:45 AM

To: Meek, R; Akers, Cindy; Borst, Stefanie; Brown, Bobbie; Carnes, Adrienne; Duran, Cathy; Durham, Genevieve; Ellis, Clifton; Perbellini, Maria; Fedler, Clifford; Ekwaro-Osire, Stephen; Goebel, Paul; Hart, Melanie; Dye, Keith; Hoover, Sheila; Huffman, Lynn; Hughes, Jennifer S; McKinnon, Garrett; Hughes, Patrick; James, Darryl; Bard, Jennifer; Iber, Jorge; Kiser, Michelle; Lauderdale, Mitzi; Lock, Robin; Logan, Ethan; Martin, Andrew; Martin, Felicia; Montecillo, Ben; Mcconnel, Pat; Miller, Tara; Murphy, Amy; Pasewark, W; Parsoneault, Catherine; Wong, Aliza; Roach, David; Shannon, Brian; Steele, Brian; Stoker, Kevin; Walls, Janessa; West, Vicki; Chambers, Todd; Gibbs, Ryan; Morse, Audra N, Louder, Justin; Myhra, Alison; Ballou, Michael; Austin, Kathy; Richarte, Amy D; Tomlinson, Susan; Gray, Sheila; Killough, Jay

Cc: Schovanec, Lawrence; Munoz, Juan; Nagy, Tibor; Misra, Sukant; Segran, Sam; Roberson, Pam; Farmer, Michael; TTU Deans

Subject: Academic Council Agenda June 16 2015

Texas Tech University

Academic Council

Meeting of June 16, 2015

2:00 PM, Provost's Conference Room

1. Minutes of the May meeting (attached)
2. Course Approvals (McKinnon; attached)
3. Application Form for Course Approvals, Revised with Core Curriculum Indicator (Durham DeCesaro & McKinnon; attached)
4. Academic Calendars 2015-2020 (McKinnon; attached)
5. Updates and Requests from Worldwide eLearning (Hart & Louder)
6. Change in Prerequisite to CHEM 1307 (Durham DeCesaro, Roach, & Weber)
7. Change Name of Minor – Exercise Science to Kinesiology (Durham DeCesaro & Roach)
8. New Timeline and Proposal Tracking Information (Durham DeCesaro; attached 2)
9. Policy Updates re Diploma Holds, Students “Walking Early” (Durham DeCesaro; attached)
10. Updates on “XE Faculty Grading” (B. Martinez; attached)
11. Moratorium on Submission of New Writing Intensive Courses (Durham DeCesaro)
12. Other business
13. Announcements

Adjourn by 3:30 PM